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AutoCAD 2012 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	If you are completely new to AutoCAD or just feeling a little rusty, this book will help start the wheels turning and keep you rolling in the right direction. Tidbits of historical insight and explanations help you understand not only "how" to perform a task, but "why." David's friendly and humorous writing style makes...
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Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2009

	This updated text provides a superior introduction to applied probability and statistics for engineering or science majors. Ross emphasizes the manner in which probability yields insight into statistical problems; ultimately resulting in an intuitive understanding of the statistical procedures most often used by practicing engineers and...
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Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2012Apress, 2013

	Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2012 will teach you to take control of life’s biggest expenseâ€•taxes. In your lifetime, you will spend more money on taxes than on anything else. Despite that fact, you likely know the current prices of movies and milk but don’t know what your marginal tax rate is. You know where to get the...
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Java EE 7 First LookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the new features of Java EE 7 and learn to put them together to build a large-scale application


	Overview

	
		Explore changes brought in by the Java EE 7 platform
	
		Master the new specifications that have been added in Java EE to develop applications without any hassle
	...
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Fitzpatrick's Dermatology, Ninth Edition, 2-Volume Set (Fitzpatricks Dermatology in General Medicine)McGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,  authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	
		The acclaimed masterwork of dermatology --- reinvented by an all new editorial team

	...
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Sustainable Peacebuilding and Social Justice in Times of Transition: Findings on the Role of Education in MyanmarSpringer, 2018

	
		This book offers a unique insight into the ways in which education systems, governance, and actors at multiple scales interact in initial steps towards building peace. It presents a spectrum of recently conducted research in the context of Myanmar, a society in the midst of challenging transitions, politically, socio-culturally and...
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Fuzzy Logic and the Semantic Web (Capturing Intelligence)Elsevier Limited, 2006
It is with great delight that I write the preface for this, the very first volume in Elsevier's new book series "Capturing Intelligence".

This series aims at publishing books on research from all disciplines dealing with and affecting the issue of understanding and reproducing intelligent artificial systems. The series will...
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Digital Character Animation 2, Volume II: Advanced Techniques (Digital Character Animation)Waite Group Press, 2001
At last, George Maestri’s advanced-techniques volume of his groundbreaking [digital] Character Animation book. Completely new: No updated material from the first volume (covering Essential Techniques) or from the first edition (published in 1996 and now out of print). If you are into 3D animation at all—learning, practicing (or managing...
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New Drug Discovery and DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A case history approach to drug synthesis and discovery    

    Discover the origins of some of the most popular drug therapies on the market today, including penicillin, Minoxidil, Viagra®, and "the pill." This guide to drug synthesis and discovery focuses on case histories. Organized by drug category, the...
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Mastering SaltStackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Take charge of SaltStack to automate and configure enterprise-grade environments


	About This Book

	
		Automate tasks effectively, so that your infrastructure can run itself
	
		Take advantage of cloud-based services that can expand the capabilities of your own data centers
	
		Tackle...
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Humans: A Brief History of How We F*cked It All UpHanover Square Press, 2019

	*NOW AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER*

	

	A Toronto Star Bestselling Book of the Year

	

	“Witty and entertaining.”—Sarah Knight

	

	“Laugh-out-loud.”—Steve Brusatte

	

	AN EXHILARATING JOURNEY THROUGH THE...
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E-Business, E-Government & Small and Medium Size Enterprises: Opportunities & ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Much of the e-commerce and IT research in small and medium sized enterprises (SME) indicates that these smaller businesses are lagging behind in implementing technological advances. This raises concerns for these SME's success as the Information Age becomes ever more of a reality. e-Business, e-Government & Small and Medium-Size...
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